
Motivational Influences 
Cold cognition vs. hot cognition 

- Cold cognition 
- Information-driven processes 

- Represent concepts, reason about social, retrieve social knowledge in a way that is 
completely cognitive/logical/reasoning based 

- Hot cognition 
- Processes that are driven by motives/goals 
- Cognition driven by emotions 

Types of goals 
- Directional goal: the desire to reach a particular outcome or form a particular judgement 
- Accuracy goal: the desire to form an accurate judgement 
- Closure goal: the desire to arrive at (or not arrive at) a clear conclusion quickly 
- Each goal may introduce its own set of biases 

Effects of directional goals 
- Self-serving biases and information processing 
- Ditto and Lopez, 1992 

- Results: 
- Participants looking for a reaction took  longer to arrive at judgement than those 

looking for no reaction 
- Participants were less critical of the test when the test results were preference-

consistent 
Effects of accuracy goals  

- Tetlock & Kim, 1987 
- When made accountable, tend to form more complex, integrated, and accurate impressions 

of others 
- Have to explain your reasoning 

- However, accuracy goals do NOT guarantee better judgements 
- Skills 
- Cognitive capacity 

- Pendry and Macrae (1994) 
- Primed with elderly stereotype 
- Young adults (students) were asked to work on a problem with ‘Hilda’ – a 65 year old 
- Given accuracy goal or not 

- Some told they could win money working interdependently with Hilda (accuracy) 
- Others told their rewards would be based solely on their own independent 

performance 
- Half the participants in each condition were put under a cognitive load 
- Results: 

- Not accuracy motivated, cognitive load did not play a role in how they used the 
elderly stereotype to describe Hilda 

- Accuracy motivated and under cognitive load used more of the stereotype in their 
evaluation of Hilda 

Effects of closure goals (Webster, 1993) 
- Closure goals influence the amount of effort we put into making a judgement, making us more or less 

susceptible to cognitive biases 
- When motivated to achieve closure: spend less time making judgement, more likely to show bias 

(opposite when motivated to avoid closure) 
- E.g. the correspondence bias/fundamental attribution error 

- Tendency to attribute behaviour to characteristics of the person rather than 
features of the situation 

Mechanisms for motivated reasoning 
- We construct justifications for the conclusion we want to reach (directional goals) 

- Positive test strategy 
- Seek out evidence that confirms hypothesis 
- Leads to biases in memory (biased recall) and information-seeking 



- Santioso, Kunda and Fong (1990) 
- Participants told that either extraversion or introversion leads to success 
- Results: extraverts told that extraversion leads to success performed better (the 

same with introverts told introversion leads to success) 
- Follow up study – results for self-rated extraversion 

- Results: self-views were constrained by reality; judgements of self were 
influenced by current motivational goals and prior knowledge of self 

- Effort 
- Amount of effort (accuracy and closure goals) 
- Allocation of effort (directional goals) 

- We put more effort into refuting what we want to refute and don’t scrutinise what 
we want to believe 

- Decision criteria and threshold for arriving at a particular judgement (closure goals) 
Summary: Motivational influences 

- Motivation can influence basic cognitive processes 
- How people process information 
- The amount of effort they expend 

- However, there are limits to the motivated tactician 
- Reality constraints 
- Cognitive constraints 

- The distinction has blurred between motivation and cognition 

 


